
Company Profile

Xi'an Superhii Network Technology Co., Ltd (referred to as: Superhii Technology), established

in August 2015, is a leading international provider of digital transformation solutions for

supermarkets, a pioneer practitioner of intelligent shopping cart solutions, and a well-known

R&D suppliers of smart shopping carts at domestic and international.Our mission is to “create

the ultimate experience and reinvent efficiency for retail" to help our retail customers create

more value.”

Brand advantages

Superhii Smart Shopping Cart seamlessly designs and connects new retail AI technology with

intelligent sensing algorithm technology and on-board camera system, big data and Deep

Learning (deep learning algorithm) to support users to self-scan the code for shopping,

automatically prevent damage during the shopping process, and self-serve to complete settlement

in the shopping cart after the shopping is completed.

At the same time, based on its own new retail AI engine, Super Hi Smart Cart collects all

consumption data of offline customers from entering to leaving the store, helping retailers and

brands to carry out accurate marketing based on thousands of people, and ultimately supporting

the digitalization of promotion, digitalization of operation and intelligent settlement payment of

stores with the powerful marketing algorithm of smart cart, which is a powerful tool for

supermarkets to realize digital transformation.



Product value

Superhii technology has provided a full range of new retail solutions for many well-known

retailers around the world and has been widely recognized and appreciated. Superhii company

committed themselves to working on the new retail field and bringing better quality services and

new technological experiences to more retail industries.

For retailers, it can optimize the image of the supermarket, improve the efficiency of

supermarket operations, and increase the performance of the supermarket.

For users, it can carry out commodity positioning, intelligent shopping guide, queue free self-

help cashier, help customers go on self-help shopping by scanning code, achieving accompany

shopping in the whole process, and bringing intelligent human-computer interaction experience

to customers, significantly improving users’ shopping experience.

For brands ,the smart shopping cart can provide precision marketing advertising services and

statistics, increase brand exposure.

Market Expansion

As Global Market Leader, since its establishment 7 years ago, based on smart trolley solutions,

Superhii technology has laid 160+ intelligent stores around the world, deployed more than

10,000 smart trolley, with some stores putting more than 60% of the total, exporting to the

Middle East which includes Kuwait, Israel,United Arab Emirates, Japan, Southeast

Asia( Philippine ), Brazil, France and many other countries. Due to mature technology and



excellent experience, it has been welcomed by the cooperative partner and terminal consumers
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